
 The Kaiju Project is a Japanese inspired jazz group
formed by the half Japanese-Austrian pianist Aseo

Friesacher. Their initial idea was to bring old folk songs
into a new modern context, but in addition to their

compositions, this group has found their very own musical
direction: a perfect blend of meditative traditional

Japanese music and modern creative jazz.

KAIJU
PROJECT



Aseo’s composition style is clearly rooted in Jazz, but with the use of
traditional Japanese melodic elements and sounds, the music becomes
very storytelling and gets a beautiful and mystic character. Also some
famous soundtracks from the Ghibli movies and songs by the Japanese
singer Hibari Misora, that Aseo has arranged for the band, are included in
their repertoire.

The bandleader has had the vision for
a long time to create this unique fusion
of traditional Japanese music and Jazz
in order to bring together the eastern
and the western world. In fact, the
meaning lies his name A-se-o,
“亜為欧“: living for Asia and Europe. 

The band went through a couple of
changes in their formation but finally
resulted in a dream team, featuring
two Japanese musicians who bring the
authentic sound to the band: Waka
Otsu as the vocalist and Fuefuki Kana
on Japanese flutes and silver flute.
Furthermore there is the highly
accomplished and respected ECM
artist, drummer and percussionist Joost
Lijbaart and the virtuosic and talented
bassist Johannes Fend, who make the
group complete. So far the Kaiju
Project has toured in the Netherlands
where most of the band members are
based, they have performed in
Germany and recorded their first
album.

THE MUSIC OF THE KAIJU PROJECT

THE BAND AND ITS VISION



VIDEOS
ALBUM RELEASE TRAILER

LIVE @ DOKOMI

RINGO OIWAKE - LIVE @ TANTE NINO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u66Xuxgt9l4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5GjrnyUReo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u66Xuxgt9l4
https://youtu.be/H8T-eu_9nQM


HTTPS://WWW.ASEOMUSIC.COM

“Beautiful piano sound. A young pianist of
our time who also keeps the tradition

alive”

– Johan Clement

“The Aseo Trio consists of three musicians from
completely different backgrounds, yet manages
to blend its cultural influence with the world of

jazz” 

– De Schiedammer Online

“Our graduating students are often fully immersed in the
professional field, and pianist Aseo Friesacher is certainly a great

example of this. He is a very in demand collaborator, and also a
successful bandleader and composer.”

– Susanne Abbuehl (ECM Artist &
Former Head of the Royal
Conservatoire The Hague)

https://www.instagram.com/aseyoo/
https://www.facebook.com/aseotrio
https://open.spotify.com/album/7u6hGriSE2weVVVriRvp1N?si=QCaZYlmmTG6H3OeYcKfO6Q
https://www.aseomusic.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSyY8jhcTQz4izFkjmZ4PrQ

